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PAD 705 Handout: A Practical Introduction to 
Qualitative Dependent Variables 

 
In this handout, I will work through a basic qualitative dependent variable example that demonstrates the 
differences between the linear probability model, the probit model, and the logit model. In this example 
we wish to predict the probability that a female teenager will become pregnant. This example uses data 
extracted from the 1990 U.S. Census. The dataset, FEM90.dta, contains 6,531 females between the ages 
of 15 and 18. Each row of data includes both information on the teen and her household (income, family 
structure, presence/absence of father or mother, parent’s education attainment, etc.). We will begin by 
estimating the following model using standard OLS regression: 
 
chld = β0 + β1nomomi + β0nopopi + β0agei + β0educ99i + β0inctoti + β0povertyi + β0femhi + β0hdmarri + 
β0hdseii + β0welfi + β0marriedi + β0blacki + β0natami + β0eastasiai + β0seasiai + β0pacislei + β0asaisi + 
β0otheri + ε 
 
where:  
 

chld = 1 if teen has a child, 0 otherwise 
nomom = 1 if teen has no mother at home 
nopop = 1 if teen has no father at home 
age  = teen’s age 
educ99 = number of years of education the teen has completed 
inctot = teen’s total income for the past year 
poverty = family income as a percentage of the 1990 poverty standard for given family size 
femh = 1 if female headed household 
hdmarr = 1 if the head of household is married 
hdsei = prestige score for the head of household’s occupation 
welf = 1 if family receives welfare 
married = 1 if teen is married 
black = 1 if teen is black 
natam = 1 if teen is Native American 
eastasia = 1 if teen identifies as of East Asian decent 
seasia = 1 if teen identifies as of Southeast Asian decent 
pacisle = 1 if teen identifies as of Pacific Islander decent 
sasia = 1 if teen identifies as of South Asian decent 
other = 1 if teen identifies as non-white decent or did not respond 

 
Note that “white” is the “left out” category for race and “non-female headed households” is the left out 
category for family structure. Remember: when we use multiple sets of dummy variables, the constant 
becomes uninterpretable. 
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The Linear Probability Model 
 
The first model is based on a standard OLS regression. The only difference between this regression and 
all others we have done so far is that the dependent, chld, is qualitative (i.e., taking a discrete value – in 
this case 1 or 0). 
 
reg chld nomom nopop age educ99 inctot poverty femh hdmarr hdsei welf married 
black natam eastasia seasia pacisle sasia other 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =    6258 
-------------+------------------------------           F( 18,  6239) =   93.10 
       Model |  71.0860445    18  3.94922469           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |  264.662118  6239  .042420599           R-squared     =  0.2117 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.2095 
       Total |  335.748162  6257  .053659607           Root MSE      =  .20596 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
        chld |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
       nomom |   .0886401   .0097274     9.11   0.000      .069571    .1077091 
       nopop |     .00592   .0112024     0.53   0.597    -.0160406    .0278807 
         age |   .0317444   .0034278     9.26   0.000     .0250247    .0384641 
      educ99 |  -.0139828   .0023219    -6.02   0.000    -.0185346    -.009431 
      inctot |   2.38e-06   1.03e-06     2.30   0.021     3.52e-07    4.40e-06 
     poverty |  -.0000864   .0000214    -4.05   0.000    -.0001283   -.0000446 
        femh |   .0330181   .0106917     3.09   0.002     .0120587    .0539774 
      hdmarr |   .0298417   .0109351     2.73   0.006     .0084051    .0512783 
       hdsei |  -.0002503   .0001155    -2.17   0.030    -.0004767   -.0000238 
        welf |   .0695593   .0104176     6.68   0.000     .0491372    .0899815 
     married |   .3761546   .0165496    22.73   0.000     .3437117    .4085975 
       black |   .0634995   .0077497     8.19   0.000     .0483074    .0786916 
       natam |   .0189435   .0260111     0.73   0.466    -.0320472    .0699341 
    eastasia |  -.0339116    .023235    -1.46   0.144    -.0794603     .011637 
      seasia |  -.0099559   .0208504    -0.48   0.633    -.0508298     .030918 
     pacisle |  -.0459526    .051626    -0.89   0.373    -.1471573    .0552521 
       sasia |   .0341567   .0461829     0.74   0.460    -.0563777    .1246912 
       other |   .0478629   .0779529     0.61   0.539    -.1049515    .2006774 
       _cons |  -.4059562   .0480297    -8.45   0.000    -.5001109   -.3118015 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
The results are pretty much what one would expect. Teens are more likely to have child if there is no 
mother at home; if they are older; if the household is female-headed; if they are married; etc. However, 
this does not tell use the probability of any one female teen getting pregnant. However, the model does 
provide us the information necessary to determine this. To predict the probability of a teen getting 
pregnant, we have to choose values for the independent variables. One question we might ask is what is 
the probability of the average teen getting pregnant? To answer this question, statisticians often simply 
take the average characteristics of all the independent variables, multiple them by the betas, and sum up 
the parts – the sum is the probability. Using the “summ” command in Stata, here are the average 
characteristics:  
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. summ nomom nopop age educ99 inctot  poverty femh hdmarr hdsei welf married 
black natam eastasia seasia pacisle sasia other 
 
    Variable |     Obs        Mean   Std. Dev.       Min        Max 
-------------+----------------------------------------------------- 
       nomom |    6531    .1714898   .3769653          0          1 
       nopop |    6531    .3362425   .4724592          0          1 
         age |    6531    16.52963   1.120805         15         18 
      educ99 |    6531    7.416475   1.702497          1         13 
      inctot |    6531    1379.223   2733.143          0      61134 
     poverty |    6531    266.2401   167.2529          0        501 
        femh |    6531     .268106    .443007          0          1 
      hdmarr |    6531    .6900934   .4624903          0          1 
       hdsei |    6258    37.50559    26.1007          0         96 
        welf |    6531    .1197366   .3246782          0          1 
     married |    6531     .031695   .1752002          0          1 
       black |    6531    .1555658   .3624709          0          1 
       natam |    6531    .0101056   .1000253          0          1 
    eastasia |    6531    .0130149   .1133465          0          1 
      seasia |    6531    .0156178   .1240011          0          1 
     pacisle |    6531     .002603   .0509568          0          1 
       sasia |    6531    .0033685   .0579458          0          1 
       other |    6531    .0012249   .0349802          0          1 
 
Notice that this “average” teenage girl is rather strange – 15.5% black, 1.3 % East Asian, 83% of a mother 
present, etc. These percentages come from the average of the dummy variables; they are reflective of the 
proportion of the population that fit a particular category. The average person is a statistical construct that 
is supposed to represent the average tendency across the population, not the actual characteristics of a 
particular person. Using Excel, we can find the probability of this person having a child through what is 
often called “simulation.” The idea is to put the βs in one column, the averages in another, and then 
multiple across. The “XBeta” column is then summed to find the probability (see below). 
 
You might wonder if there is an easy way to transfer regressions results from Stata to Excel. There may 
be more efficient ways, but I usually do the following: 
 

1. Run the estimation, summary, etc. in Stata. 
2. Select the table of coefficients, standard errors, and so forth in Stata’s “Results” window (i.e., 

drag through the information you want in Excel while holding down the right mouse button). 
3. Select “Copy Table” (shortcut: Shift-Control-C) from Stata’s Edit menu 
4. Switch to Excel; select the point at which you wish to paste the numbers, and then paste. 

 
I usually do “simulations” in Excel, because it offers greater flexibility, as we shall see in a moment. 
 
Below is the Excel sheet for this example. 
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 Betas SE Avg Xbeta 
nomom 0.08864 0.009727 0.17149 0.015201 

nopop 0.00592 0.011202 0.336243 0.001991 

age 0.031744 0.003428 16.52963 0.524723 

educ99 -0.01398 0.002322 7.416475 -0.1037 

inctot 2.38E-06 1.03E-06 1379.223 0.003283 

poverty -8.6E-05 2.14E-05 266.2401 -0.023 

femh 0.033018 0.010692 0.268106 0.008852 

hdmarr 0.029842 0.010935 0.690093 0.020594 

hdsei -0.00025 0.000116 37.50559 -0.00939 

welf 0.069559 0.010418 0.119737 0.008329 

married 0.376155 0.01655 0.031695 0.011922 

black 0.0635 0.00775 0.155566 0.009878 

natam 0.018944 0.026011 0.010106 0.000191 

eastasia -0.03391 0.023235 0.013015 -0.00044 

seasia -0.00996 0.02085 0.015618 -0.00016 

pacisle -0.04595 0.051626 0.002603 -0.00012 

sasia 0.034157 0.046183 0.003369 0.000115 

other 0.047863 0.077953 0.001225 5.86E-05 

_cons -0.40596 0.04803 1 -0.40596 

     

Probability   0.062371 

 
The predicted probability of the average female teenager having a child is 6.23%. Once our numbers are 
in Excel, we may wish to do other simulations. For instance, we could be more realistic and wish to 
compare someone who is white (i.e., all the race variables are set to zero) with someone who is black (i.e., 
someone for whom “black” is 1 and all other race variables are zero), holding all other variables at the 
population averages. Here are the two sets of Excel outputs: 
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 Betas White Xbeta(W)  Black Xbeta(B) 
nomom 0.08864 0.17149 0.015201  0.17149 0.015201 

nopop 0.00592 0.336243 0.001991  0.336243 0.001991 

age 0.031744 16.52963 0.524723  16.52963 0.524723 

educ99 -0.01398 7.416475 -0.1037  7.416475 -0.1037 

inctot 2.38E-06 1379.223 0.003283  1379.223 0.003283 

poverty -8.6E-05 266.2401 -0.023  266.2401 -0.023 

femh 0.033018 0.268106 0.008852  0.268106 0.008852 

hdmarr 0.029842 0.690093 0.020594  0.690093 0.020594 

hdsei -0.00025 37.50559 -0.00939  37.50559 -0.00939 

welf 0.069559 0.119737 0.008329  0.119737 0.008329 

married 0.376155 0.031695 0.011922  0.031695 0.011922 

black 0.0635 0 0  1 0.0635 

natam 0.018944 0 0  0 0 

eastasia -0.03391 0 0  0 0 

seasia -0.00996 0 0  0 0 

pacisle -0.04595 0 0  0 0 

sasia 0.034157 0 0  0 0 

other 0.047863 0 0  0 0 

_cons -0.40596 1 -0.40596  1 -0.40596 

       

Probability  0.052844   0.116344 

 
 
Of course, we already knew what the difference would be, because the coefficient on black was .0635. 
We knew this because (a) OLS is linear in the coefficients, (b) the functional form was linear, and (c) we 
held all other independents constant across the two groups (i.e., the values used for the other independent 
variables was the same). However, you should keep this example in mind as we move into logit and 
probit, where the answer is not so simple. 
 
The real strength of using Excel is the ability to alter many things at once. Let’s look at the probability of 
an extreme case – where the independents are set to values likely to generate a very high probability of 
teen pregnancy. 
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 Betas HighProb SimBeta 
nomom 0.08864 1 0.08864

nopop 0.00592 1 0.00592

age 0.031744 19 0.603144

educ99 -0.01398 1 -0.01398

inctot 2.38E-06 63000 0.14994

poverty -8.6E-05 0 0

femh 0.033018 1 0.033018

hdmarr 0.029842 1 0.029842

hdsei -0.00025 0 0

welf 0.069559 1 0.069559

married 0.376155 1 0.376155

black 0.0635 1 0.0635

natam 0.018944 0 0

eastasia -0.03391 0 0

seasia -0.00996 0 0

pacisle -0.04595 0 0

sasia 0.034157 1 0.034157

other 0.047863 0 0

_cons -0.40596 1 -0.40596

    

Probability  1.033935

 
This is a very extreme and unrealistic example. However, it also points to a major problem with using 
OLS to estimate models that have a qualitative dependent variable. Note the predicted probability: 1.033. 
In probability terms, this is not allowed: you cannot have a probability that exceeds 1.0. As is explained 
in the theoretical handout, near values of the independent that lead to a 50% probability of a “success” 
(i.e., the case that is coded “1”), OLS will give you virtually the same answer as logit and probit. At 
extreme values for the independents, however, OLS is often very different from probit and logit and can 
be, as in this example, simply wrong. The reason is that qualitative dependent variables are inherently 
non-linear in nature. We must use maximum likelihood techniques like logit and probit to solve this 
problem. 
 
Maximum Likelihood: Probit 
 
There are two flavor of maximum likelihood (ML) techniques that can be tried here; logit and probit. The 
difference between the two, as explained in the other handouts, is the underlying assumption regarding 
the distribution: Probit assumes a normal cumulative distribution function and logit the cumulative 
logistic function. The procedures are basically the same, as are the interpretations of findings. Let’s begin 
by running a probit estimation: 
 
. probit chld nomom nopop age educ99 inctot  poverty femh hdmarr hdsei welf married 
black natam eastasia seasia pacisle sasia other 
 
note: eastasia~=0 predicts failure perfectly 
      eastasia dropped and 80 obs not used 
 
note: pacisle~=0 predicts failure perfectly 
      pacisle dropped and 16 obs not used 
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Iteration 0:   log likelihood = -1360.5488 
Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -965.64308 
Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -941.22359 
Iteration 3:   log likelihood = -939.91608 
Iteration 4:   log likelihood = -939.90985 
Iteration 5:   log likelihood = -939.90985 
 
Probit estimates                                  Number of obs   =       6162 
                                                  LR chi2(16)     =     841.28 
                                                  Prob > chi2     =     0.0000 
Log likelihood = -939.90985                       Pseudo R2       =     0.3092 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
        chld |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
       nomom |   .4970516     .08821     5.63   0.000     .3241631    .6699401 
       nopop |  -.0022519    .107132    -0.02   0.983    -.2122267    .2077229 
         age |   .3152843   .0377946     8.34   0.000     .2412083    .3893604 
      educ99 |   -.084944   .0227704    -3.73   0.000    -.1295731   -.0403149 
      inctot |   .0000266   9.11e-06     2.92   0.003     8.77e-06    .0000445 
     poverty |   -.001446   .0002856    -5.06   0.000    -.0020057   -.0008863 
        femh |   .2394175   .1057948     2.26   0.024     .0320635    .4467716 
      hdmarr |   .1015267   .1031706     0.98   0.325     -.100684    .3037373 
       hdsei |   -.004941   .0015157    -3.26   0.001    -.0079118   -.0019702 
        welf |   .3023122   .0908157     3.33   0.001     .1243168    .4803076 
     married |   1.333221    .115274    11.57   0.000     1.107288    1.559154 
       black |   .4983762   .0746445     6.68   0.000     .3520757    .6446767 
       natam |   .2829422   .2534892     1.12   0.264    -.2138875     .779772 
      seasia |  -.1210787    .288439    -0.42   0.675    -.6864088    .4442514 
       sasia |   .3581685   .5528551     0.65   0.517    -.7254075    1.441745 
       other |   .2338861   .8884028     0.26   0.792    -1.507351    1.975124 
       _cons |  -6.380879   .5742226   -11.11   0.000    -7.506335   -5.255424 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
Notice immediately that Stata dropped two variables: eastasia and pacisle. Why? Let’s look at a 
tabulation of chld, eastasia, and pacisle.  
 
. tab chld eastasia 
 
           |       eastasia 
      chld |         0          1 |     Total 
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
         0 |      6082         85 |      6167  
         1 |       364          0 |       364  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
     Total |      6446         85 |      6531  
 
 
. tab chld pacisle 
 
           |        pacisle 
      chld |         0          1 |     Total 
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
         0 |      6150         17 |      6167  
         1 |       364          0 |       364  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
     Total |      6514         17 |      6531 
 
For these two groups, no teens had children. While OLS can handle this condition, ML is not nearly so 
forgiving. For mathematical reasons, Stata dropped both of these independents. 
 
So far, the probit output looks pretty much like an OLS output. We find coefficients, standard errors, p-
values, (pseudo) R2, etc. Do not be fooled. The coefficient estimates in this case have a quite different 
meaning and are far less interpretable. We are still concerned with whether the coefficients are 
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statistically significant and whether they are positive or negative. A finding of insignificance still means 
that the independent does not affect the dependent variables. If the coefficient is negative, that still means 
that as the value of the associated independent increases, the probability will decrease. However, the 
magnitudes of coefficients in logit and probit estimations are not directly interpretable. In OLS with a 
linear functional form, we knew that the βs could be directly interpreted as a rate of change. In the OLS 
regression earlier, the 0.031 coefficient on age could be interpreted as saying that for each year older a 
girl gets, the chance of her becoming pregnant is 3.1 percentage points greater. In our probit estimation, 
we cannot make that interpretation. Instead, the coefficients in logit and probit are measures of rates of 
change in what is sometimes all an “index” or a Z score. The index is not the probability of a female teen 
becoming pregnant; it is the number that must be “fed” into the cumulative distribution function to 
determine the probability. All rates of change depend on the values selected for the other independents. 
 
Let’s use Excel to calculate the probabilities. This time, the sum of the Xbeta column is the index, not the 
probability. To find the probability, we need an additional step: the index needs to be converted into a 
probability using the NORMDIST function in Excel. NORMDIST has four arguments: the index cell, the 
mean, the standard deviation, and the type. In probit, we assume a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1. 
For our purposes, if cell A12 contained the index, then the function would be: 
 
=NORMDIST(A12,0,1,1) 
 
Here is the Excel output: 
 

Probit     
 Betas SE Mean Xbeta 
nomom 0.497052 0.08821 0.17149 0.085239 

nopop -0.00225 0.107132 0.336243 -0.00076 

age 0.315284 0.037795 16.52963 5.211533 

educ99 -0.08494 0.02277 7.416475 -0.62999 

inctot 2.66E-05 9.11E-06 1379.223 0.036687 

poverty -0.00145 0.000286 266.2401 -0.38498 

femh 0.239418 0.105795 0.268106 0.064189 

hdmarr 0.101527 0.103171 0.690093 0.070063 

hdsei -0.00494 0.001516 37.50559 -0.18532 

welf 0.302312 0.090816 0.119737 0.036198 

married 1.333221 0.115274 0.031695 0.042256 

black 0.498376 0.074645 0.155566 0.07753 

natam 0.282942 0.253489 0.010106 0.002859 

eastasia N/A N/A 0.013015 N/A 

seasia -0.12108 0.288439 0.015618 -0.00189 

pacisle N/A N/A 0.002603 N/A 

sasia 0.358169 0.552855 0.003369 0.001206 

other 0.233886 0.888403 0.001225 0.000286 

_cons -6.38088 0.574223 1 -6.38088 

     

Index    -1.95576 

Probility   0.025247 
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Notice that the predicted probability is significantly smaller. The difference between this finding and the 
linear probability model is that the linear probability model is much less accurate at predicting events that 
have a very high or a very low probability. Now let’s look at the logit model. 
 
. logit chld nomom nopop age educ99 inctot  poverty femh hdmarr hdsei welf married 
black natam eastasia seasia pacisle sasia other 
 
note: eastasia~=0 predicts failure perfectly 
      eastasia dropped and 80 obs not used 
 
note: pacisle~=0 predicts failure perfectly 
      pacisle dropped and 16 obs not used 
 
Iteration 0:   log likelihood = -1360.5488 
Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -1058.3602 
Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -954.08071 
Iteration 3:   log likelihood = -941.19931 
Iteration 4:   log likelihood =  -940.7587 
Iteration 5:   log likelihood = -940.75759 
 
Logit estimates                                   Number of obs   =       6162 
                                                  LR chi2(16)     =     839.58 
                                                  Prob > chi2     =     0.0000 
Log likelihood = -940.75759                       Pseudo R2       =     0.3085 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
        chld |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
       nomom |   .9682231   .1684437     5.75   0.000     .6380796    1.298367 
       nopop |  -.0173007   .2110617    -0.08   0.935    -.4309739    .3963726 
         age |   .6163726   .0762206     8.09   0.000     .4669829    .7657622 
      educ99 |  -.1680391   .0439595    -3.82   0.000    -.2541982   -.0818801 
      inctot |   .0000591   .0000174     3.40   0.001      .000025    .0000932 
     poverty |  -.0033265   .0006174    -5.39   0.000    -.0045365   -.0021164 
        femh |   .5052473   .2077131     2.43   0.015      .098137    .9123575 
      hdmarr |   .1962789   .1990619     0.99   0.324    -.1938752     .586433 
       hdsei |  -.0100444   .0031808    -3.16   0.002    -.0162787   -.0038101 
        welf |   .5468216   .1718161     3.18   0.001     .2100682    .8835751 
     married |   2.400024   .2080629    11.54   0.000     1.992228     2.80782 
       black |   .9887995   .1492846     6.62   0.000     .6962071    1.281392 
       natam |   .5367618   .5103468     1.05   0.293    -.4634995    1.537023 
      seasia |  -.2759385   .6232576    -0.44   0.658    -1.497501     .945624 
       sasia |   .9194651   1.067211     0.86   0.389     -1.17223     3.01116 
       other |   .5060722   1.628023     0.31   0.756    -2.684793    3.696938 
       _cons |  -12.19223   1.178951   -10.34   0.000    -14.50293    -9.88153 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
Once again, the coefficients are not directly comparable to the probit or the linear probability findings, 
except in terms of their sign and level of statistical significance. Note, for instance, that the coefficient on 
married in the logit output is 2.40 and 1.333 in the probit output. We can note that both ML techniques 
found positive, statistically significant coefficients on married, but the difference in magnitudes has 
absolutely no meaning. To find the predicted probability of the average female teen becoming pregnant, 
we again have to “process” the index through a probability function. In this case, it is the logistic 
function. The function has an algebraic solution: 
 

1
1+ −e Xiβ

 

 
where Xiβ is the “index” expressed in matrix notation. In Excel, if A12 contains our index, we can write 
this equation as: 
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= 1/(1+exp(-A12)) 
 
Here is the Excel output: 
 

Logit    

 Betas Mean Xbeta 
nomom 0.968223 0.17149 0.16604

nopop -0.0173 0.336243 -0.00582

age 0.616373 16.52963 10.18841

educ99 -0.16804 7.416475 -1.24626

inctot 5.91E-05 1379.223 0.081512

poverty -0.00333 266.2401 -0.88565

femh 0.505247 0.268106 0.13546

hdmarr 0.196279 0.690093 0.135451

hdsei -0.01004 37.50559 -0.37672

welf 0.546822 0.119737 0.065475

married 2.400024 0.031695 0.076069

black 0.9888 0.155566 0.153823

natam 0.536762 0.010106 0.005424

eastasia N/A 0.013015 N/A

seasia -0.27594 0.015618 -0.00431

pacisle N/A 0.002603 N/A

sasia 0.919465 0.003369 0.003097

other 0.506072 0.001225 0.00062

_cons -12.1922 1 -12.1922

    

Index   -3.6996

Probility  0.024136

 
The logit and probit estimates of probability are much closer – they differ by only a tenth of a percentage 
point. Somewhat surprisingly, the logit model finds a smaller predicted probability than the probit. In 
general, the logit has “fatter” tails, meaning that it tends to assign a higher probability than probit in cases 
of high or low probability outcomes. The difference may be due to rounding or other factors having to do 
with out data. 
 
We may now compare the findings from logit, probit, and the linear probability model for our extreme 
case – the person who is very likely to become pregnant: 
 

 Probability 
Linear probability 1.033935 
Probit 0.999997 
Logit 0.999931 

 
Here, probit and logit find very high probabilities, but within the bounds of probability theory – both 
estimate probabilities that are less than 1. 


